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About This Content

Wealth of Nations is the second expansion for the critically praised strategy game Europa Universalis IV, focusing on
trade and how to make the wealth of the world flow into your coffers.

The expansion allows you to create trade conflicts in secret, steal from your competitors with the use of privateers, use peace
treaties to gain trade power and create a new trade capital to strengthen your grasp over trade.

The age of exploration is brought to life in this epic game of trade, diplomacy, warfare and exploration by Paradox
Development Studio, the Masters of Strategy. Europa Universalis IV gives you control of a nation to rule an empire that lasts

through the ages.

Main features:

Use covert diplomatic action to create trade conflicts:

Bring out your negotiating skills and explore new diplomatic ways to justify and force trade conflicts against your competition

Steal from your competitors with the use of privateers:

Dare to hire privateers that will steal trade from your competitors by leaching trade into a pirate nation. But if you do, know that
this will increase the risk of war since your competitors will have a just cause for war.
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Create a new trade capital & strengthen your trade:

Designate a specific port as your main trade capital, separately from your country’s capital, in a coastal province within the same
continent.

Improved trading in inland nodes:

Merchants placed in inland trade nodes gets increased bonus in proportion to your country’s trade efficiency and will increase
your possibilities to trade in faraway inland trade nodes.

Establish East India Companies:

Strengthen your trade network and reach faraway lands by establishing East India Companies.
Launch massive projects to build the Suez, Kiel or Panama Canals to create new sea routs across the oceans.

Pick which personal diety to follow when playing as a hindu ruler.
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Title: Expansion - Europa Universalis IV: Wealth of Nations
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 29 May, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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expansion - europa universalis iv wealth of nations

Game don´t run on AMD A10 7850k. Developer don´t respond.. Okay, I'm done. On one hand I'm sad, that I finished the game.
On the other hand that was a damn entertaining and fun experience. I laughed, I cried (some puzzles were just 'duh') but in the
end: it is a must-have for every adventure fan. Ignore what the old farts are shouting at the clouds ('don't like the name of it....',
'going to hell for it...').
"Wet Dreams Don't Dry" is
a) a worthy successor and more importantly
b) a game of it's own which DOESN'T try to cash in on the nostalgia
I'm going to play it again, maybe during cold winter nights.. This is a great title for VR. We have been playing it in the lab have
really enjoyed it so far. There are a lot of wave shooters in VR right now, it is one of the easiest game types to implement with
the technology. This game however uses high quality art and satisfying weapons to make the experience a lot more fun. We will
continue playing this in our studio!. As a Neo Geo fan I was excited by this project but... it's just not fun. Ok I played the first
stage only, but I see no point in pushing further. Poor camera, poor game design, I was also unable to play with an arcade stick
and well, I don't like the character design (but I knew that since the early stages of development, and it still is a matter of taste)
although the graphics and animations are pretty good.. I <3 Dungeon. If you are wondering about the challenge level: I beat the
final boss with only 1 hp left and no extra lives remaining, so I'd call it finely tuned.

The unlockable characters are quirky, which keeps replays fresh (they and are also OP in some levels, so try a new character if
you are having trouble).

The graphics are both scary and cute at the same time; it's a real Halloween treat.

CONS(?): the music will be stuck in your head for days. For a point and click adventure I was surprised to see how much the
game actually changed depending on my actions, which honestly is a flaw most in this genre have. I've played through twice and
watched other people doing "let's plays" and have seen distinctly different games.

+Atmosphere
+Story
+Branching events
+Replayable
-Getting lost
-Lack of direction in later chapters
-Navigation is annoying

Overall for a dark point and click, I highy recommend

. Wow, what can I say, this really feels like you are in a virtual world - I was literally falling off my chair since my body forgot it
was on earth. The stylized visuals are fresh, it stands out a lot from all the gritty games we see coming out. It's nice to see
something with a graphically crisp and a well designed game experience. I definitely will be playing more of their games. Give it
a try!
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An adequate sequel to a brilliant game. It innovates and many areas both aesthetically and game play wise. It addresses many
issues that players had with the last games and improves the graphics and soundscape to incredible standards. It also produces a
more cinematic and story driven campaign compared to the previous iterations which simply involved various pre-built
scenarios that used narration to tell the story. However with new advancements, new problems arise. For instance, the first that
comes to mind is: the home city feature, which is an excellent in concept and quite enjoyable in execution becomes a novelty
and eventually can become fairly unbalanced.. This is a very cute 3D hidden object and puzzle game! Not very difficult to find
objects (though some are placed cleverly to blend with the environment!) and solve the puzzles, but each chapter gets rated from
1 to 3 on how quickly you finished it and on use of hints. It's a casual game though so it's quite relaxing to play the game. This
game can be played by anyone of any age. Some reviewers think this is just for children. It can be, but it needs adult supervision
as some of the puzzles aren't explained very well, but can be figured out pretty quickly what to do with the help of an adult. I
wish there are more HOGs like this!. I'm just gonna say... I downloaded and installed steam just so I could buy this game.

I dont play videogames outside of minecraft, but I really must say that things are fairly intuitive to play through it. the camera's a
little wonky, but everything seems to be ok.

there's a discord community too, that you can google to find it. Really enjoy this game!. This game is still buggy with several
issues but has also in my opinion a potential to be a great game, i immediatly noticed the graphic style and loved it, i felt in a
comic book. Ill continue playing and finisht the game, and look forward too seeing whats next. Good job and good luck!. Is it
defense game?
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